Nursing preoperative checklist for safe surgery
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Background: Safety in the care of patients is a priority in the design of any health system, having direct implications on the quality of care. Assessment of nurses in hospital rooms allows to detect difficulties or problems in preoperative which can endanger the patient’s life or the expected result of the surgery. Is there where you must generate protocols that ens...
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Background: Policy implementation is a fundamental aspect in management. This study examined gaps and barriers in the implementation process of governmental policy with respect to the division of responsibility and authority between physicians and nurses. ...
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Introduction: Ectopic Breast Tissue (EBT) is still a condition seen as sporadic (2-5%), and it is often delayed and ignored due to lack of awareness, whereas it may be exposed to malignant diseases. It must be always kept in mind for differential diagnosis of an EBT. We think that this case report is important because EBT associated with fibro-adenoma is a quiet r ...